In elastic backscattering spectrometry, the shape of the observed spectrum due to resonances in the nuclear scattering cross-section is influenced by many factors. If the energy spread of the beam before interaction is larger than the resonance width, then a simple convolution with the energy spread on exit and with the detection system resolution will lead to a calculated spectrum with a resonance much sharper than the observed signal. Also, the yield from a thin layer will not be calculated accurately. We have developed an algorithm for the accurate simulation of backscattering spectra in the presence of sharp resonances. Albeit approximate, the algorithm leads to dramatic improvements in the quality and accuracy of the simulations.
Introduction
Elastic (non-Rutherford) backscattering spectrometry (EBS) is often used to profile light elements due to the existence of enhanced nuclear elastic scattering cross sections, particularly at resonances. If the probing beam energy is at or slightly higher than the resonance energy, the resonance occurs at or near the surface; if the beam energy is higher than the resonance energy then the resonance occurs deeper in the sample. The energy spread of the beam before interaction leads to a broadening of the resonance signal, and we will show that it also affects the yield of thin layers.
This effect has been previously considered for nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) and included in the NRA codes SPACES [1, 2, 3] and, more recently, Flatus [4] . A detailed analysis of this effect for EBS spectra of protons in carbon has been presented and included in the code BS1 [5, 6, 7] . However, the calculation of a double integral (on depth of scattering and on ion energy before scattering) is required, as opposed to the standard calculation of RBS spectra [8] , that involves only a single integral (on depth of scattering).
This leads not only to complicated algorithms which are difficult to implement, but also to calculations which are several orders of magnitude longer, and impractical for routine data analysis even with modern PCs. In practice, standard analysis codes such as RUMP [9] , SIMNRA [10] or NDF [11, 12] do not include this double integration, and simulations of a resonance signal are normally sharper than the data. Also, the yield of a buried layer is calculated inaccurately.
Here we present a method, implemented in NDF, where the cross section is correctly calculated, and where the average scattered beam energy after interaction is also correctly calculated. The approximation is thus to disregard the exact shape of the energy distribution after interaction. Note however that, if the energy spread on the way out is larger than the resonance width, it dominates the shape of the energy distribution of the beam when it leaves st submitted 3 the sample, and thus the details of the energy distribution after scattering become less relevant.
The advantages are the simplicity of implementation, together with fast calculation times: the algorithm presented can be easily included in any standard simulation code without significant loss of speed.
Also, the effect of sample features such as roughness or porosity on the energy spread can also be included in a natural way, without extra cost in terms of complexity or calculation time.
We present examples of proton backscattering in C and Si. Dramatic improvements in both the calculated shape and yield of the resonances are obtained.
Calculations

General considerations
The general formula to calculate the yield Y due to scattering in a layer of thickness Nt
where (E) is the cross section,  the solid angle subtended by the detector, and Q the beam fluence. N is the density of the layer, and t its thickness, so Nt is the areal density, the quantity to which IBA techniques are sensitive. At a given depth t, the beam energy before interaction follows a distribution  sharp resonance in the cross section, even if  t 0 is Gaussian, the energy distribution after interaction will have a complex non-Gaussian shape, since it will include the shape of the cross section (see figure 3 of ref. [5] ). The yield dY measured at energy E out due to scattering of particles with energy E at a layer with thickness d(Nt) will be
with
where K is the kinematic factor (thus E 1 =KE is the particle energy after scattering) and E is the energy lost by the particle on the way out, which depends on energy. In order to obtain the energy spectrum, in principle a double integral must be calculated: on depth of scattering and on ion energy before scattering. This also implies calculating, for each depth, different energy losses for each ion energy before interaction, according to eq. (3). This method leads to intricate computer implementations which are too slow to be used in routine data analysis.
The only code so far developed for RBS that implements eq. (2), is to our knowledge [13] the BS1 code developed specifically for proton scattering off pure carbon targets [5] .
If the cross section is constant or changes linearly with energy in a vicinity of E t 0 (which can be defined e.g. as E t 0 ±2 s t 0 , to include 95% of the beam particles), then and the integration of eq. (2) on energy before interaction E leads to
where ( E t 0 ) is the cross section for the average energy of the beam at depth t, and the term
is the same for all particles scattered at depth t. In practice, this is approximately the case for the Rutherford cross section, and data analysis codes such as RUMP [9] , SIMNRA [10] , or previous versions of NDF [12] Finally, evaluated cross sections [14] were used for Si [15] and C [16, 17] . The st submitted 6 contributions of pulse pile-up [18] and double scattering [19] were calculated and included in the simulations.
Calculation model
Our goal is to reproduce accurately the shape of deep resonances, without actually performing the double integral calculation, leading to an algorithm suitable for routine data analysis. First, we note that the effects of a cross section that changes rapidly with energy, combined with an energy spread at scattering, are: 1) The total cross section for scattering at a given depth is different from the cross section for the average energy E t 0 of the beam at that depth; 2) the energy distribution after scattering is not Gaussian; and 3) in particular, the average beam energy after scattering is not K E t 0 . Our approximation consists in ignoring point 2) , that is, the exact shape of the energy distribution after scattering, and calculating points 1) and 3) accurately. We note that the effect discussed in this work is only ever important if the scattering at the resonance energy takes place sufficiently deep that energy straggling on the way in has an important role; but in that case, the exact shape of the energy distribution after scattering will be smeared out by the energy straggling on the way out. This is the crucial point that justifies the approximation made.
The effective scattering cross section at depth t,  t , must be integrated over all beam energies at that depth:
In this way, while (E) is the well-defined energy-dependent cross section function,  t ( E t 0 ) is the total cross section at a given depth, that is, averaged at that depth over the st submitted 7 energy distribution of the inciding particles, which depends on target composition and thickness. Consequently,  t ( E t 0 ) is a well-defined quantity that depends on target composition and thickness as well, and must be recalculated each time that the target structure changes during a fit or iterative calculation. Note the formal similarity between eqs. (7) and (4). In previous analysis codes the integral in eq. (4) was never calculated, and ( E t 0 ) was directly taken. In the algorithm now developed,
) must be explicitly calculated as the integral in the right-hand side of eq. (7).
In a similar way, the average beam energy E t 1 after scattering at depth t is:
where, for elastic backscattering, E 1 =KE. Note that the eqs. (7) and (8) must be calculated for each depth of scattering, that is, for each internal sublayer. This increases the calculation time by about 30%, which is not only acceptable, in practice it is not noticeable since the calculation of one spectrum takes a fraction of a second in a modern PC. Thus, the algorithm developed here is suitable for routine data analysis, and is now integrated in the NDF code [11, 12] . By default, the "resonance effect" is calculated whenever there is a non-Rutherford cross section. It is a user option otherwise, recommended only if higher accuracy of the calculation of the yield at low energies is required.
We show in Figure 1 the cross section ( E t 0 ) for the 12 C(p,p) 12 C at a 160º scattering angle, and the effective cross section for normal incidence in a pure C target, for different beam energies. The higher the beam energy, the longer the beam path required to reach the resonance energy at 1734 keV, and the higher the energy spread. This leads to a broadening of the effective cross section curve, larger for higher initial beam energy. Note that for an initial st submitted 8 beam energy of 2.2 MeV, scattering at 1675 keV leads to an average energy on exit of 0 keV, and thus the calculation stops.
We show in Figure 2 E t 1 -E 1 , that is, the difference in average energy after interaction due to the resonance effect, for the same conditions as in Figure 1 . Changes around 10 keV are attained, which is a large value with visible effects in the calculation. In the vicinity of the resonance, the energy after interaction values tend to become closer to the energy after interaction for scattering at the resonance energy. That is, there is an energy concentration effect around the resonance that makes the resonance signal sharper. This effect is in the opposite direction of the previous one, but is smaller and thus the global effect still is a broadening of the resonance signal.
In order to validate the approximations in our model, we compared the results obtained with those previously presented in ref. [5] , where double integral calculations using eqs. (2) and (3) are not included in the BS1 model. In order to be able to compare the results, we now also used only Bohr straggling (but including the Tschalär effect, which is deeply imbedded in the straggling implementation). The results are shown in Figure 3 . It is clear that, in general, the differences between the simulations with the full model (eqs. (2) and (3)) and with the approximation now developed (eqs. (5) and (6)) are smaller than the differences between the simulations and the data. The largest difference in calculated shape is observed for resonance P1 at a 6.0 MeV beam energy, which is buried very deeply. st submitted 9
Energy spread, roughness, and inclusions
Energy spread is calculated with the computer code DEPTH [23, 24] , which does state of the art calculations. It includes the effect of angular and energy spread of the beam, geometrical spread caused by the finite beam spot and detector aperture, Bohr straggling including the Chu correction, and multiple scattering calculated with the models developed by
Amsel and co-workers [25] . DEPTH has been validated within 10% for several systems, including Si [26] , Si/Ge [27] , and Co/Re [28] . Deviations up to 30% have been observed for heavy ion ERDA using a 154 MeV 197 Au beam on Al and Co thin films [29] .
Sample effects can lead to additional contributions to the energy spread of the beam, at a given depth. These can be added, in quadrature if Gaussian energy distributions are assumed, to the energy spread as calculated with DEPTH. For instance, inhomogeneity in the thickness of a layer leads to a spread in the energy lost by the beam in that layer. Also, if inclusions (or pores) are present, the stopping power is different from the stopping power in the matrix. Each beam particle can cross a different number of inclusions, resulting in additional spread in their energy. Roughness and porosity can lead to other effects in the data besides increased energy spread. However, given well-defined assumptions and limits of validity, the additional energy spread will be the most important effect, sufficient to describe the data.
We have previously developed analytical models to calculate the contribution to energy spread of different types of roughness, such as substrate surface roughness, layer corrugation, inhomogeneous layer thickness, and roughness/interdiffusion in multilayers [28, 30, 31] . We used this approach to study roughness in a number of different systems [30] [31] [32] [33] . Stoquert and Szörenyi developed a model to calculate the contribution to energy spread of spherical and columnar pores and inclusions, and applied it to several cases [34] . They calculated only the st submitted 10 energy spread, without actually calculating theoretical RBS spectra and fitting it to the data.
We extended this approach to include cylindrical voids and inclusions, and included it in NDF, such that energy spectra can be calculated easily and fast. Channelling can also lead to resonance broadening [35] .
Experimental details
Different pure carbon samples were measured: glassy carbon, which does not have pores in spite of its low density; high density pyrolytic graphite; and a graphite rod with =1.79 g/cm 3 .
The surface roughness was measured with a Sloan DEKTAK 3030ST profilometer with which several 1 mm long scans were made in different parts of the sample and in different directions. The average and standard deviation of the results were taken as the roughness and respective error. A crystalline (100) Si sample was also measured. RBS experiments were done on these samples using a H + beam at different energies, using the Van de Graaff accelerator at ITN. The scattering angle was either 160º in the Cornell geometry or 140º in the IBM geometry. The angle of incidence  between the beam and the normal to the sample surface was varied between 0º and 75º. In some cases, experiments were made before and after polishing the sample surface.
A transmission sample of nickel on carbon was made by glueing a 4µm thick Ni foil to the top of an aluminium frame about 1mm thick, and a 0.9µm mylar foil to the bottom of the frame (both Ni and mylar as received from Goodfellow Metals). Backscattering proton spectra were collected from a detector at a scattering angle of 149.2°. The H + beam struck the sample at normal incidence, and the transmitted beam continued down a long beam line. No scattered beam from the beam stop reached the detector. We used various proton energies between 1800-2600 keV from the 2MV Tandetron at Surrey [36] .
Results
The results obtained for 1.8 and 2 MeV protons in a glassy carbon sample are shown in keV, respectively. This compares to the calculated 32 keV energy spread due to straggling.
Therefore, while after polishing the energy spread before interaction is mainly due to straggling alone, before polishing the contribution due to roughness cannot be ignored. It is clear that, once the resonance effect is taken into account, including the energy spread due both to straggling and to roughness leads to an excellent agreement with the data. One should note that, adjusting the roughness value within its experimental uncertainty would further improve the simulations.
We analysed a porous graphite with  = 1.79 g/cm 3 , that is, with a 20 vol.% void fraction. The measured surface roughness was 335(180) nm, corresponding to a 18 keV energy spread. The results for a 2 MeV proton beam detected at 140º with a 5º tilt angle are st submitted 13 calculated with DEPTH, but the quantitative results do not match the data; a change in energy loss a factor of 3 to 5 larger than the calculated change due to this effect would be required.
One must note that, anyway, the multiple scattering theory behind DEPTH fails at grazing angle, due to the assumption of symmetrical scattering in respect to the trajectory direction [25] .
The observed decrease in the area of the resonance signal at high angles of incidence is also not well understood. Effects due to multiple scattering could also play a role, since angular spread on the way in and on the way out, combined, lead to a spread in the scattering angle, with possible effects in the cross section. Approximate calculations implemented in NDF using the angular spreads calculated with DEPTH added in quadrature to obtain the scattering angle spread (which is certainly not valid), and using evaluated cross sections for a range of angles, lead to a small correction only, quantitatively very far from the experiment.
We show in Figure 8 results for a c-Si sample, obtained with a 2 MeV proton beam detected at 160º in the Cornell geometry. Rotating pseudo-random spectra were collected at different angles of incidence. Again, while for near-normal incidence the simulations are almost perfect, for grazing angle strong deviations are observed. In particular, and similarly to what was observed with carbon, the observed peak is at lower energies than the calculated peak.
We show in Figure 9 The spectra were analysed taking the ≈0.36m roughness of the Ni film into account with the thickness inhomogeneity model previously developed by us [30] . In order to check whether this leads to a correct calculation of the C yield, we also made a superposition of spectra calculated for many different Ni layer thickness values, with a Gaussian distribution.
The C yield was in all cases the same within 2%, validating once again the roughness algorithms in NDF, in what is an extremely demanding test. Note that the position of the simulated C peak does not match the data exactly. The small difference could be due to a ≈2% inaccuracy in the stopping power data base.
First we analysed the spectrum collected at 2577 keV. For this initial energy the beam particles reach the Mylar layer with an energy distribution still within the plateau of the cross section, and as expected the C yields obtained with and without taking the effect into account are practically the same, and thus this spectrum serves as reference. We fitted the Mylar thickness in order to reproduce the observed C yield. Then, for that Mylar thickness, we calculated the spectra, with and without the resonance effect, for all other beam energies.
It is clear from Figure 9 that if the resonance effect is not considered, large quantitative and qualitative errors can arise. For 2066 keV, the average beam energy at the Mylar is close to the resonance energy of 1734 keV, and the C yield is at the maximum; without the resonance effect, the calculated yield is too large by 40 to 50%, which, in resonant depth profiling, would lead to a corresponding error in the C concentration determined. On the other hand, at 2025 keV, where the beam reaches the Mylar layer with an energy smaller than the resonance energy, the calculated C yield is one order of magnitude too small. In fact, it is not possible to obtain a good simulation if the resonance effect is not taken into account.
On the other hand, once the resonance is considered, all spectra are well simulated. We show in Figure 10 the integral of the C peak for all the beam energies. It is clear that an extraordinarily good agreement is obtained. Note that this validates not only the algorithm st submitted 15 now presented, but also the energy spread calculations, including the contribution of roughness. On the other hand, if the resonance effect is not taken into account, agreement is obtained only for beam energies at the Mylar layer well away from the resonance. As resonant depth profiling is always made at the resonant energy in order to maximise the measured yield, it is clear that, for sufficiently deep layers, very large errors can be committed.
Conclusions
We have presented a simple approximate algorithm that leads to significant improvements in the simulation of resonances in elastic backscattering whenever the energy spread of the beam before scattering is similar to, or larger than, the width of the resonance. This is normally the case for so-called buried resonances, when the initial beam energy is much larger than the resonance energy. In this case, significant energy straggling has occurred by the time that the beam particles have lost enough energy to reach the resonance energy.
The resonance effect leads to a change of the total cross section for scattering at a given depth, and to a change in the shape and average value of the energy distribution of the beam after scattering. The approximation made by us consists in disregarding the exact shape of the energy distribution after scattering, while calculating correctly the cross section and the average beam energy after scattering. The strength of the approximation lies in the fact that energy straggling on the way out leads to a smearing of any features of the energy distribution.
Roughness, porosity, and inclusions (such as quantum dots or nanoparticles) can be included in the simulations, by calculating their contribution to the energy spread of the beam via analytical models.
The algorithm can be easily implemented in any standard data analysis code, without large increases in calculation time. We have included it in the NDF v8. and ERDA whenever a non-Rutherford cross section is present, and for NRA. As an user option, it can also be used for Rutherford cross sections, which may be important if an accurate calculation of the yield at low energies is required.
We showed examples of proton backscattering off C and Si targets. In most cases, the agreement between the simulations and the data is excellent, even in the presence of roughness and porosity. In all cases where the energy spread is large, dramatic improvements in the simulations are obtained. In particular, we show that the calculation of the yield of a buried layer containing C must include this effect. Otherwise, errors around 30 or 40% can be made at the resonance maximum, while outside the maximum the calculated yield can be wrong by one order of magnitude. 
